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Abstract— This paper proposes an efficient multicast group key 

management protocol in a decentralised group communication 

manner. This protocol is similar to IGKMP (Intra Domain 

Group Key Management Protocol) and Hydra but has some 

major differences. A large group is split into several small 

subgroups. All the host members of each subgroup are managed 

by the sub group manager and sub group managers are managed 

by the group manager. The whole network is arranged in a tree 

format control structure. In our protocol, any one of the sub 

group managers (SGM) generates the group key (GK) and 

distributes that to all other SGMs in that group.  Two kinds of 

key i.e. member control key (MCK) and sub group member 

control key (SGMCK) are used to distribute the group key (GK) 

among SGMs and host members. The significant advantage of 

this scheme is that no centralized controller is used for key 

generation and key distribution thereby providing the ability to 

avoid the single point of failure. The security measures are also 

taken care of in this protocol. For any secure communication 

forward security and backward security are two basic security 

components which are achieved in this scheme. 

 
Keywords—Backward and forward security, decentralized group 

key, multicast, rekeying. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the rapid growth of wireless communication 

technology, the multicast communication has become highly 

popular besides the unicast communication [1]. Consequently, 

the demand of group-oriented communication has increased 

day by day, because it provides multicast communication 

facility. People use group oriented applications in many ways 

such as pay per TV, multi party video game, military 

application, video conference etc. IP multicast [2] supports 

group communication in terms of data distribution, but in 

terms of security, it does not provide any security mechanism 

for preventing unauthorised user to access data. So, the group 

key management is the fundamental mechanism to provide 

secured group communication.  

For secure group communication, a group key (a piece of 

input information used in cryptographic algorithm) is shared 

by all the authorised users in the group. Every information 

package must be encrypted with this group key before they are 

transmitted. Only the valid users, who possess the group key 

can decrypt the information package by the group key and can 

retrieve the information. Illegal users may receive the package, 

but they can’t get the information without the group key. So, 

the group key management is more secure than IP multicast in 

terms of group communication. But, there are still some 

problems in Group Key Management due to the distributed 

nature of operation and high mobility of the nodes in MANET. 

Also for large and dynamic groups, Group Key Management is 

difficult to manage in terms of scalability and security. 

The members in a group are very dynamic in behaviour. 

Any time, when the new member joins or existing member 

leaves the group, the group key must be updated on each 

occurrence of membership modification and must be 

redistributed to the valid members; this process is called group 

rekeying or re-keying to ensure the forward security and 

backward security. Forward security means, when a member 

having left or been evicted from the group, it has no right to 

know whether the information package multicast happened in 

future group communication. Backward security means when a 

member joins in the group, it has no right to know about the 

previous information packages. So, to achieve the forward 

security and backward security rekeying is necessary when a 

member joins or leaves from the group. 

Many researchers have proposed several different 

approaches for group key management in MANET. All the 

approaches are mainly classified into three basic categories [3-

4]. 

 

1. Centralised Group Key Management Protocol: 

In these types of schemes there exists one centralised entity 

called group controller (GC), which is responsible for 

generation, distribution, and updation (rekeying) of the group 

key to the group members. GC manages the whole group in 

terms of security, key management, and group communication. 

The centralised group key management suffers from single 

point of failure, storage overhead, rekeying overhead etc. This 

type of key management is suitable for small and medium type 

of networks.  

 

2. Decentralised Group Key Management Protocol: 

In these schemes, the large group is split into several 

smaller subgroups. A group key is shared by all the group 

members and every subgroup has a subgroup key among them. 



The sub group is controlled by the sub group controller. The 

sub group controller is controlled by the group controller. 

Rekeying is done only in local area of that group, but not in the 

whole group. The group is formed in a hierarchical manner. 

The decentralised group key management scheme removes the 

single point of failure; reduce the storage overhead problem 

and rekeying overhead. This type of key management is 

suitable for medium and large type of networks. 

 

3. Distributed Group Key Management Protocol: 

Here, all the group members equally participate for making 

the group key and are also responsible for rekeying the group. 

All the group members share the group key. No group 

controllers are present in the network; all the nodes are 

managed by themselves. This protocol removes the single 

point of failure; reduce the storage overhead, rekeying 

overhead and also communication overhead. This type of key 

management is suitable for large type of networks.  

Our proposed protocol is based on decentralised group key 

management scheme, where the large group is split into several 

smaller subgroups. All the host members reside in the 

subgroups and these sub groups are managed by the sub group 

manager. The sub group managers are managed by the group 

manager. All the host members generate a random integer and 

send it to their corresponding sub group manager (SGM). The 

SGM generates a member control key (MCK). Member control 

key (MCK) serves a function to distribute group key (GK) 

between SGM and host members. Each sub group manager 

also generates a random integer and sends it to the group 

manager (GM). Then, the group manager generates a sub 

group manager control key (SGMCK), which assists in 

distributing the group key (GK) among SGMs and GM. Now 

the group key (GK) is produced by any one of the SGMi 

among the SGMs. But, when any member joins under SGMi or 

leaves from the subgroup controlled by SGMi then that 

particular SGMi is responsible for generating the group key 

(GK) and for distributing that to all other SGMs. The SGMi 

distributes the group key (GK) encrypted with sub group 

member control key (SGMCK) to all the other SGMs. Then all 

the SGMs decrypt the group key (GK) and again re-encrypt 

that with the member control key (MCK) and multicast it to 

their own group members. Our main focus is to distribute the 

group key (GK) securely among the group members. To secure 

the group key (GK), the work is mostly concentrated on 

forward security and backward security. We have tried to 

achieve this by changing the group key (GK) after the joining 

or releasing of members randomly from an existing group.  

 The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II 

presents the related work. Section III and IV describe in detail 

the proposed scheme. In section V we have presented 

comparison and analysis of the proposed scheme with other 

existing protocols. Finally, section VI   concludes the paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Mittra proposed Iolus, [5] in this protocol the large group is 

split into small subgroups in hierarchical distributed tree to 

constitute a single virtual multicast group. Iolus introduces 

two new types of entities that control and connect the 

subgroups, one is group security controller (GSC) and another 

is group security intermediates (GSI). GSI is also called GSA 

(Group Security Agent).The GSC controls the top level 

subgroups, it is also responsible for providing security to the 

entire group. Each subgroup has a GSI, which controls each of 

the subgroups. The GSIs also form group according to 

hierarchical level within the distribution tree. GSIs at a given 

level in distribution tree join the subgroups of the GSI at the 

next higher level or the subgroup of the GSC. Each sub group 

has its own multicast group and each subgroup has its own 

keying material (KSGRP). The subgroup is established with any 

suitable multicast routing protocol. All these sub groups make 

a virtual group, in which no common group key and address 

are present.  Iolus is scalable and fault tolerant because when a 

GSA fails, then only its sub group is affected. But, it has a 

drawback of affecting data path, when the data transform 

takes place from one subgroup to another subgroup and 

thereby from one key to another key. This becomes a 

bottleneck problem, when the GSA has to manage the 

subgroup and perform the translation. 

Hardjono et al. proposed the IGKMP (Intra Domain Group 

Key Management Protocol) [6]. In this protocol, the whole 

network is divided into some areas, and each area is controlled 

by the Area Key Distributor (AKD). The host-members (MB) 

are residing in the area. All the AKDs are coordinated by the 

Domain Key Distributor (DKD). The DKD generates the 

group key and distributes it to all the AKDs encrypted with 

AllKDKey, which is shared by DKD and all AKDs. All AKDs 

distribute the group key to their corresponding members 

encrypted with AreaGroupKey. The DKD transmits the rekey 

message to all the AKDs by using the same group key. 

Therefore, data packet does not need to be translated when 

passing from one subgroup to another subgroup. But, IGKMP 

relies on the central controller (DKD) to control the subgroups 

(AKD). If the DKD is compromised then the whole group is 

affected. Moreover, if the AKD is unavailable then the 

members of that AKD can’t participate in group 

communication. 

Setia et al. proposed Kronos [7]. In this protocol, the group 

rekeying takes place at a fixed interval, not by membership 

change. The framework of Kronos is similar to IGKMP but, 

there are two major differences between them. First, the DKD 

is not directly involved in producing MKey (traffic key). 

Instead each AKD independently generates the same group 

wide traffic encryption key at a fixed interval and multicasts it 

to the group members of its sub group. Second, the periodic 

rekeying causes the decoupling of the frequency of rekeying 

from group size and dynamic membership change. There are 

two factors that need to be addressed for Kronos to work 

properly. First, all AKDs should generate same traffic 

encryption key (MKey) synchronously by using clock 

synchronization protocol and Network Time Protocol (NTP). 

Second factor is that all AKDs must share some state 

information and the same key generation algorithm. So, they 

can generate the same key at anytime.  Kronos does not use 

the group controller or sub group controller for generating the 



group key independently. Consequently, the networks become 

fault-tolerant. But Kronos generates new group key based on 

the previous one. Hence, if one key is disclosed then all the 

following keys are compromised. This is considered as the 

bottleneck problem of Kronos.  

Rafaeli and Hutchison proposed the Hydra [8]. In this 

protocol the large group is divided into smaller subgroups. 

Each sub group is controlled by Hydra Servers (HS). The 

Hydra architecture is divided into two hierarchical levels. The 

top level is associated with the Hydra Servers and the bottom 

level is associated with the members, separated by subgroups. 

A  GroupKey, is shared by all the members in the group to 

secure the group communication. The HydraKey is shared by 

all the HSs for communicating the HS group. Each sub group 

has a subgroup key, shared by HS and all subgroup members, 

to protect the GroupKey within a subgroup in the Hydra-group. 

When a new Group Key is distributed to all the HS for 

controlling the group, the HSs encrypt the new group key with 

their corresponding sub-group key and then send it out to all 

the members. 

When a session starts, the Hydra Client contacts the closest 

Hydra Server by using the Expand Ring Search Protocol 

(ERSP) to acquire the group key. The Synchronised Group 

Key Distribution Protocol (SGKDP) synchronises the group 

key among the HSs participating in the group key management. 

HSs multicast the group key to their corresponding sub group 

members using the group key management protocol (GKMP). 

When a member changes its position and takes place at HSi, a 

new group key is generated by the HSi which is sent to other 

HSs that are involved in the session. Then all the HSs multicast 

the new group key to their corresponding subgroup members. 

When a HS is failed, the member associated with the failing 

HS can re-join with other HS by simply executing the ERSP 

protocol. 

Hydra removes the bottleneck problem of Iolus, IGKMP 

and Kronos. Hydra does not use centralised controller for 

group key generation, so, it is able to avoid single point of 

failure. The member of unavailable subgroup controller can re-

join in group communication. Hence, it is fault-tolerant. Hydra 

generates key independently when membership is modified, so 

future key or past key can’t be recovered. Hydra also separates 

the control path (key management) from the data path (group 

communication). But there are certain disadvantages involved 

with Hydra. Firstly, SGKDP must ensure that only one valid 

Hydra Server is generating the group key at a time. Secondly, 

rekeying is not done locally, so it increases the rekeying 

overhead. Thirdly, the distributions of group key among the 

hydra servers need to be properly synchronised which causes 

further increase in the overhead involved.  

III. PROPOSED SCHEME 

In our proposed scheme the GSM (group security manager) 

distributes tokens to all the entities which participate in group 

communication and are present in the ACL (Access Control 

List). Each token has a session and must be signed by the 

GSM. The tokens should be refreshed before the session gets 

expired. After completion of token distribution, the GSM 

invites all the members to participate in group communication. 

Then the host member replies to the GSM by informing that it 

wishes to form a group. The GSM verifies its own signature   

in the tokens. Then, the host members use Expand Ring    

Search Protocol (ERSP) to find the nearest Sub group 

manager (SGM). All the host members are controlled by the 

SGM and all the SGMs are controlled by the GM (Group 

manager). All the host members generate the random integer 

Rnm and send it to their SGM. The SGM then generates the 

member control key (MCK), which assists to distribute the 

group key (GK) among the nodes. Each SGM also generates 

its own random integer Rns and sends the random integer to 

the GM. Then the GM generates the sub group member 

control key (SGMCK). The sub group member control key 

(SGMCK) is used to distribute the group key among the 

SGMs. The group key (GK) is generated by the SGMi which 

is selected as the leader for generating the group key (GK) by 

the GM among the SGMs based on node’s battery life, 

computation capacity and memory capacity. The group key 

(GK) is distributed by the SGMi among SGMs encrypted with 

sub group member control key (SGMCK). SGMi also 

distributes the group key (GK) among its own members 

encrypted with member control key (MCK). All the SGMs 

decrypt the group key (GK) and again re-encrypt the group 

key (GK) with member control key (MCK) and share it with 

its own members. 

There are the following keys used in our algorithm: 

 

 (i) Group Key (GK): 

This key is created by the leader SGMi among the SGMs 

and distributed it to all other SGMs. One particular SGMi is 

selected as the leader by the GM based on the SGMi’s battery 

life, computation capacity and memory capacity. The group 

key (GK) is used to multicast data among the group members. 

(ii) Sub-Group-Manager-Control-Key (SGMCK)  

This key is created by GM and it is distributed to all the 

SGM. This group key (GK) is used to assist in distributing the 

group key (GK) to all the SGMs in the group. 

(iii) Member-Control-Key (MCK) 

This key is created by individual SGM and it is distributed 

to all the corresponding host members in the group. This key is 

used to assist in the distribution of the group key (GK) from 

SGM to all the group members. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Structure of Group Key Management Protocol 
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IV. DETAIL DESIGN 

 

A)    GROUP INITIALIZATION 

           (i) The GSM (group security manager) distributes 

tokens to all the entities that participate in the group 

communication. This token has a session and must be signed 

by the GSM, and before the session expires, each member 

must refresh their token. 

 

(ii) All the members are invited by the SGM to participate 

in group communication.  

 

(iii) The host member sends a message to the GSM to join 

in the group. The GSM verifies the signature signed by it. Then,   

ERSP (Expand Search Ring Protocol) is used by the host 

members to find the nearest SGM. 

 

(iv) All the host members generate a random integer Rnm 

and send it to their corresponding SGM. Then, each SGMi 

calculate the member control key (MCK), 

MCK   = MRn
M

i

m /
1




                                                       (1) 

 (Where M is the total numbers of current existing                                                                 

members in each SGMi.) 

 

Member control key (MCK) is calculated by taking the 

summation of all the random integers (Rnm) generated by each 

sub group host members and then dividing it by the number of 

current existing members (M) (M are the members which 

generate the random integer (Rnm)).   

 

(v) A random integer (Rns) is generated by each SGMi and 

sent to the GM. 

 

(vi) Sub group member control key (SGMCK) is generated 

by GM using the following equation: 

SGMCK= SRn
S

i

s /
1




                                                             (2) 

(Where S = Total number of current existing SGM which 

are connected to GM.)  

 

 The GM generates the sub group member control key 

(SGMCK) by taking the summation of all the random integers 

(Rns) which are generated by each sub group manager (SGMi). 

Now, this summation is divided by the total numbers of current 

existing SGMs.  

 

        (vii)  Now, the group key (GK) is generated by one 

particular SGMi among SGMs. This SGMi is selected as the 

leader by the GM based on the SGMi battery life, computation 

capacity, memory capacity. The leader SGMi then multicast 

the group key (GK) to all the other SGMs, after encrypting the 

group key with sub group member control key (SGMCK). 

SGMi also distributes this group key (GK) among its own 

members after encrypting it with its own member control key 

(MCK).  

  

 

(viii) All the SGMs decrypt the group key (GK) and again 

re-encrypt group key (GK) with their own member control key 

(MCK) and then distribute it to their group members.        

B)    JOIN OPERATION 

When a new member joins in the group, rekeying of that 

group is necessary in order to ensure group security. If 

rekeying is not done then the new member may know the past 

group communication, which is harmful for the group. So, the 

group key (GK) must be updated when the new member joins 

in the group. It is known as backward security. 

When a new member joins in the group, the following 

operation is performed: 

  

 (i) When a new member wants to join in the group, it 

sends a join request message to the GSM (group security 

manager). Then the GSM distributes the token to the new 

member after verifying whether it is present in ACL. This 

token has a session and must be signed by the GSM. Before the 

expiration of the period of the session, the member must 

refresh its token.  

 

(ii) Then, ERSP (Expand Search Ring Protocol) is used by 

the host members to find the nearest SGM.  

 

(iii) The SGMi of new joining member sends a request to 

all the current exiting host members including the new 

member to generate a random integer Rnm and to send it to 

their corresponding SGMi. Then, that SGMi calculates the 

member control key (MCK) by the following formula, 

 

MCK =  MRn
M

i

m /
1




                                                             (3)    

(Where M is the total number of current existing                                                      

members in each SGMi.) 

 

Member control key (MCK) is calculated by taking the 

summation of all the random integers (Rnm) generated by each 

sub group host members which is divided by the number of 

current existing members (M) (M is the number of members 

which generate the random integer (Rnm)).   

 

(iv)Now, the group key (GK) is produced by the new 

joining member’s SGMi, which then multicast it to all the other 

SGMs after encrypting the group key (GK) with sub group 

member control key (SGMCK). Then SGMi also distributes 

this group key (GK) among its own members after encrypting 

it with the member control key (MCK). 

 

(v) All the SGMs decrypt the group key (GK) and again 

encrypt it with their own member control key (MCK) and 

distribute it to their group members.  



 

 

 

C)    LEAVE OPERATION 

When an existing member leaves the group, then rekeying 

of that group is necessary for group security purpose. If 

rekeying is not done, then the member may disclose the future 

group key (GK), which is harmful for group security in group 

communication. So, the group key (GK) must be updated when 

an existing member leaves the group. It is known as forward 

security.  

When an existing member leaves from the group, that is, 

when the existing host member leaves the SGM or switches 

from one SGM to another then the following operation is done: 

 

(i) The SGMi of the leaving member sends a request 

message to all the remaining host members to generate random 

integer. 

 

(ii) All the remaining host members send the random 

integer Rnm to the SGMi. Then that SGMi calculates the 

member control key (MCK) by the following formula: 

new MCK   = MRn
M

i

m /
1




                                                   (1) 

(Where M is the total numbers of remaining existing                                                                 

members under the corresponding SGMi.) 

Member control key (MCK) is calculated by taking the 

summation of all the random integers (Rnm) generated by each 

sub group host member and then dividing it by the number of 

current existing members (M) (M denotes the number of the 

members which generate the random integer (Rnm)). 

 

(iii) Now, the group key (GK) is produced by the leaving 

member’s corresponding SGMi, which then encrypts it with 

the sub group member control key (SGMCK) and multicast it 

to all the other SGMs. The SGMi also distributes this group 

key (GK) among its own members after encrypting the group 

key with its member control key (MCK). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(iv) All the other SGMs decrypt the received group key 

(GK) and again encrypt it with their own member control key 

(MCK) for distributing it to their corresponding group 

members.   

V. FEATURES COMPARISON 

 

We compare and analyse our proposed protocol with four 

of the other decentralised group key management approaches, 

IOLUS, IGKMP, KRONOS, and HYDRA. 

 

The proposed protocol is more advantageous than Hydra, 

because the core mechanism of Hydra is based on the 

Synchronised Group Key Distribution Protocol (SGKDP), in 

which only one valid Hydra Server is responsible for 

generating the new group key at a given time. Moreover, the 

group communication is made with the help of SAP, SDP, 

LKH, SPREAD protocols, which makes it more complex. Our 

proposed scheme is simpler than Hydra in terms of group key 

generation and distribution. All the host members partially 

participate in group key distribution in this scheme. 

 

Although, our proposed scheme is similar to IGKMP but 

there are major differences. The IGKMP relies on central 

controller for group key generation and authentication. If the 

centralised controller is unavailable then the whole group is 

affected. This is the bottleneck problem of IGKMP protocol. In  

our proposed scheme although the centralised controller is 

present but it does not participate in group key generation. So, 

the group communication is not affected with single point of 

failure. One more advantage over IGKMP is that when one 

SGM fails then the host member under that SGM can move to 

another SGM by using ERSP protocol. This ensures the 

robustness, availability and continuous operation of our 

scheme and makes our scheme fault tolerant. This is not 

possible in IGKMP, because of its administrative restriction. 

 

 

 

 

 

Protocol 

 

Key 
Independent 

Decentralized Controller  

Local 
Rekey 

 

Key 
VS 

Data 

 

Rekey 

 

Fault Tolerant 

 

Communication 
Type Manageme

nt 

Key server 

IOLUS Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 1 to N 

IGKMP Y Y Y N Y Y N Both 

Kronos N Y Y NA Y N Y Both 

Hydra Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Both 

Proposed 

Scheme 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Both 

Y= feature present, N= feature not present, NA= not applicable 
 

Table 1: Comparison of our proposed scheme with other Decentralised Group Key Management 



Our proposed scheme is also advantageous over Kronos. 

Although Kronos does not use the centralised controller, each 

sub group controller of Kronos is responsible for generating 

the group key independently with the help of clock 

synchronisation. This increases the overhead. Moreover, in this 

scheme the group security can be compromised because it 

generates the new key based on the previous one. Thus, if only 

one key is disclosed then all the following keys will be 

discoverable. One more constraint about Kronos is that all the 

Kronos servers must ensure that their clock is perfectly 

synchronised to be able to change the keys exactly at the same 

time. But, in our proposed protocol generation of new group 

key is done only after the membership changes and it does not 

require clock synchronization. Moreover, a new group key is in 

no way dependent on the previous key.  Thus the group key 

cannot be recovered in any cases. 

IOLUS has a drawback of affecting data path, when the 

data transfer takes place from one subgroup to another 

subgroup and thereby from one key to another key. This 

becomes a bottleneck problem, when the GSA has to handle 

both the key management and the data transfer simultaneously. 

Our proposed scheme separates the control path (key 

management path) from the data (group communication) path. 

The rekey messages are sent in separate path than the data 

message, thereby ensuring that the group communication is not 

delayed by key management operation.  

 

VI.   CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper we have proposed a new efficient multicast 

group key management protocol using decentralised group 

communication approach. In our proposed protocol the large 

groups are split into several small subgroups. The host 

members are managed by their corresponding sub group 

manager and the sub group managers are managed by the 

group manager. The group key is generated by any one SGMi 

among the SGMs which is selected as the leader by the Group 

Manager. Although the centralised controller is present but it 

does not participate in key generation and key distribution. All 

the host members partially participate in group key 

distribution in this scheme. This eliminates the problem of 

single point of failure. When a sub group manager (SGM) 

fails, then the host member of that failed SGM can join under 

another SGM by executing the ERPS protocol. It makes the 

system fault-tolerant. This scheme achieves the main goal of 

forward security and backward security by changing the group 

key on each membership change i.e. when a member either 

joins or leaves the group. In our proposed protocol we have 

also been able to overcome the “one effect n problem”. Our 

scheme also offers better performance by reducing both the 

rekeying overhead and the storage overhead. 
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